Case Study
Company
Ninja Warrior UK – ITV
Industry
Staging and Scaffolding
Website
www.itv.com/hub/ninja-warrior-uk
Solution
Access Scaffolding
Profile
Ninja Warrior UK is the British
version of the Japanese assault
course game show Sasuke.

Ninja Warrior UK
A very unusual challenge for the
Hardy Access team, the Ninja
project involved the design and
erection of the huge scaffold ‘Mount
Midoriyama’, the final stage of ITV’s
Ninja Warrior show.
This bespoke indoor scaffold, 23m
tall, 21m long and 7.5m deep, was
designed from the client’s basic
conceptual drawings by our design
team, working to ensure a safe and
compliant structure. The scaffold
was built using a modular scaffold
system by a seven-man Hardy
Access team.
This project itself provided
something of a Challenge for the
Hardy Access team, with just five
working days to design, procure
materials and build the huge
scaffold structure to meet filming

schedules. Working in an indoor
studio setting at Manchester
Central was also unusual, with new
challenges faced such as limited
storage, a very busy construction
area and, for Scaffolders more used
to coping with cold, wind and rain, the
heat of studio lighting to contend with.
The choice of a modular System
scaffold proved vital in achieving
the project objectives – a safe
structure, successfully delivered to
a very tight programme. The Mount
Midoriyama project was an exciting
one for the Hardy Access team to be
involved in, and one which placed
our work very much in the public
spotlight!
Whilst most of the scaffolding
work we undertake is either for
the historic restoration sector or

Challenge
To design and erect full
scaffold package for
the exceptional final obstacle
“MOUNT MIDORIYAMA” in
under 5 days.

Solution
The use of Hardy Access’s
superb team and supply
chain to create a fully
compliant design and deliver
the project safely, on time and
within budget for our client,
under extreme pressures of
the media schedule.

“To complete
this project
within 5 days is
nothing short of
exceptional.”
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for projects that have an element
of complexity to them, this project
provided its own unique challenges
which once again demonstrated
our expertise to design and build
something unique like this so
quickly.

“The project’s complexities, health and
safety and delivery were all handled
with professionalism, quality and most
of all care.”

Share Your Story
Would you like us to publish
your success story?
Please drop us an email at
info@hardyservices.co.uk
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